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Medium-energy ion scattering structural study of the Ni„111…„)Ã)…R30°-Pb surface phase
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The structure of the Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb surface phase formed by a nominal1
3 monolayer of Pb has

been investigated by medium-energy ion scattering using 100 keV H1 ions in three different incidence direc-
tions. The results show clearly that the Pb atoms occupy fcc hollow sites at the surface, but also favor a
structure in which these are surrounded by Ni atoms to form a surface alloy phase. A surface alloy with a
surface stacking fault, as has been found for the ()3)) surface alloy phases formed by Sb adsorption on
Cu~111! and Ag~111!, can be clearly excluded. The preference for a surface alloy structure is consistent with
the results of an earlier low-energy ion scattering study, but we find significant differences in the quantitative
structural parameters. This structural model also implies a considerable reduction of the effective radius of the
Pb atoms relative to their size in bulk Pb, and this is discussed in the context of other quantitative structural
studies of substitutional surface alloy phases
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years there has been a growing r
ognition that metal and semimetal surface adsorption ph
on metal surfaces frequently involve the creation of surf
alloys, even in cases in which the constituent elements
immiscible in the bulk. In the simplest such cases the ad
bate species substitutes some fraction of the outermost l
atoms of the substrate to form an ordered phase. Spe
examples include 0.5 monolayer~ML ! c(232) phases on
fcc ~100! surfaces, such as Au~Refs. 1–3! and Mn on
Cu~100!,4,5,3 and 0.33 ML ()3))R30° phases on fcc
~111! surfaces, such as Sb on Cu~111! ~Refs. 6, 7! and
Ag~111! ~Refs. 8,6,9! and Na,10–12 K,13 and Rb~Refs. 14,
15! on Al~111!. As yet the full extent of this phenomeno
has not been established, and one related question is
magnitude of the surface corrugation that can result from
surface layer alloying of atoms of different metallic radiu
For example, the alkali metals have unusually large meta
radii relative to most other metals, and yield corrugations
the surface alloy ‘‘layer’’ on the Al~111! surface which can
be as large as the bulk layer spacing. An interesting cas
this respect is also the Cu~100!c(232)-Mn phase in which
the corrugation amplitude is found to be anomalously lar
attributed to an enhanced effective radius of the Mn ato
due to the high local spin state which these atoms adop
this phase.16

Recent studies of the Cu~111!()3))R30°-Sb and
Ag~111!()3))R30°-Sb surfaces have revealed yet a
other surprising feature. Interest in these surfaces stem
part from the role of Sb as a surfactant in homoepitax
growth of Ag on Ag~111!,17,18 and there were early theore
ical predictions that the Sb does adopt substitutional sites
this surface.19 While early coaxial impact collision ion sca
tering spectroscopy~CAICISS! provided experimental sup
port for this conclusion,8 recent surface x-ray diffraction
~SXRD! studies of both surfaces,6 a medium-energy ion scat
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~11!/7706~10!/$15.00
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tering ~MEIS! study of the Cu~111!()3))R30°-Sb
surface,7 and a quantitative low-energy electron diffractio
~LEED! study of Ag~111!()3))R30°-Sb~Ref. 9! all con-
clude that while Sb does substitute outermost layer subs
atoms, the whole surface alloy layer is laterally displaced
produce a stacking fault at the substrate/alloy interface.20 In
this alloy layer all atoms then occupy so-called hcp hollo
sites~directly above atoms in the second layer of the und
lying nonreconstructed substrate! rather than the proper fcc
hollow sites~above atoms in the third layer of the underlyin
substrate!. The driving force for this surprising surface stru
ture remains unclear. However, in view of this result it
clearly of interest to establish the true structure of oth
(111)()3))R30° metal overlayer phases.

Here we present the results of a MEIS study of the str
ture of the Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb surface. A recen
CAICISS investigation of this surface21 concluded that this
phase does involve substitution of the Pb atoms into the
ermost layer to form a surface alloy, but did not consider
possibility of a stacking fault in the analysis. In this rega
we note that the MEIS and CAICISS techniques are som
what complementary in such investigations; MEIS has s
nificantly greater subsurface penetration and is therefore
tentially more sensitive to subsurface registry changes,
CAICISS is intrinsically more surface specific and so sho
be better suited to distinguishing substitutional and overla
surface phases. Our results show clearly that this sur
phase does not involve any stacking fault, but do also fa
the alloy interpretation. A key quantitative structural para
eter is the amplitude of the corrugation in the surface all
which we find to be significantly larger than that obtain
from the CAICISS investigation. However, even our larg
value indicates a strong modification of the effective rad
of the Pb adsorbate atoms relative to its value in bulk
The significance of this result is discussed in the contex
previous related measurements of other surface alloy pha
7706 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

All experimental work reported in this study was pe
formed at the U.K. MEIS facility based at the CLRC Dare
bury Laboratory. A Ni~111! substrate, approximately 12 mm
diameter32 mm thickness, was initially prepared by x-ra
Laue alignment, spark machining, and mechanical polish
prior to mounting into the ultrahigh-vacuum MEIS prepar
tion chamber where it was cleaned by repeated cycles
sputtering with 1 keV Ar1 ions and subsequent annealing
923 K. Surface composition and ordering were verifiedin
situ by Auger electron spectroscopy~AES! and LEED, re-
spectively. Pb was deposited from a Knudsen cell operate
873 K on to the Ni~111! substrate maintained at an approx
mate temperature of 323 K. During Pb deposition, the pe
to-peak amplitudes of the NiM2,3M4,5M4,5 ~61 eV! and Pb
N6,7O4,5O4,5 ~94 eV! Auger electron signals were obtaine
from the derivative Auger spectrum. A plot of the ratio of th
intensities as a function of Pb deposition time reveale
change in slope after 19 min. According to Umeza
et al.,22 this corresponds to completion of the first comple
layer at a coverage of 0.54 ML defined with respect to
ideal Ni~111! surface area density of 1.8
31015atoms cm22. Consequently, the deposition rate w
calibrated at approximately 0.03 ML min21. LEED patterns
at various Pb-coverages (uPb) were also recorded. A (1
31) pattern was retained foruPb,0.3 ML. For 0.3,uPb
,0.5 ML a (333) pattern emerged, followed by a (434)
pattern atuPb.0.5 ML. This result is broadly consistent wit
the earlier study of this overlayer growth system.22

The Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb surface phase was pr
pared utilizing a method outlined by Umezawa a
co-workers.21 This involved deposition of Pb on to th
Ni~111! crystal to a nominal coverage of 0.45 ML. At th
completion of this stage, the initial (131) LEED pattern of
the clean surface was transformed into a (333) pattern. The
crystal was then annealed at 873 K for several seconds. A
allowing the sample to cool to ambient temperature, a str
()3))R30° pattern emerged. However, on closer insp
tion, a very faint background of residual (333) spots was
observed. Attempts to completely remove t
Ni~111!~333!-Pb impurity phase by varying the annealin
conditions only led to a degradation in the quality of t
()3))R30° LEED pattern. The results presented he
therefore correspond to the original preparation treatmen
which a small fraction of the surface~almost certainly no
more than 10%! is covered with the (333) phase.

The MEIS facility together with methods of data acqui
tion and reduction has been described in ear
publications7,3 and a more general review of the MEIS tec
nique can be found elsewhere.23 The basic approach is to us
incident ion directions that illuminate only a small number
near-surface layers and to then determine the relative p
tions of the atoms in these layers by studying the ang
locations of the ‘‘blocking’’ dips in the scattered sign
which results from nearest-surface atoms obscuring the s
tered signal from subsurface atoms. The scattering ion si
was detected using an electrostatic dispersive anal
equipped with a two-dimensional detector to allow simul
neous collection of data at a range of scattering angles
scattered ion energies. Ion scattering measurements
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performed with the sample at ambient temperature, emp
ing 100 keV H1 ions incident along@ 1̄ 1̄0#, @ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄#, and

@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# crystallographic directions. These incidence geo
etries and some of the associated blocking directions for
clean surface are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 and discusse
more detail later in the paper. Due to the large difference
scatterer masses, the Pb and Ni scattering signals were
resolved across the entire range of scattering angles
ployed. Blocking curves were obtained by integration of t
Ni signal over a range of~inelastic! scattered ion energie
corresponding, approximately, to the depth of the first
atomic layers. Complete data sets were obtained by summ
blocking curves from at least two freshly prepared surfac
In order to obtain an absolute calibration of the scattered
yield, the incident ion dose received by the sample was
termined by measuring the total charge arriving at a tungs
mesh~70% transmission! positioned in the beam path an
surrounded by a biased shield to eliminate secondary e
tron contributions. The dimensions of the beam spot for n
mal incidence are 1.0 mm~horizontal!30.5 mm ~vertical!.
The total incident ion fluxes corresponding to the scatte

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams showing the scattering geome
used in this study in thê112& azimuth relative to an ideally termi
nated Ni~111! clean surface. At the top of the figure a top view of
slab of the surface is shown extended in the scattering plane
only a few atomic spacings wide perpendicular to this plane. In
azimuth, all atoms in the crystal are contained within a single se
identical atomic planes containing atoms in all layers. A single s
plane is shown with the atoms shown as light balls to distingu
them from the other dark atoms, and two equivalent side views
this plane are shown to illustrate the two different incidence a
scattering geometries. Note that the principal blocking directio
correspond approximately to the main dips in the experimental d
for the Pb-covered surface~Figs. 3 and 4 below! although slight
modifications in angles result from adsorbate-induced struct
modifications.
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7708 PRB 61BROWN, QUINN, WOODRUFF, BAILEY, AND NOAKES
signals measured were 1.431016, 1.731016, and 1.1

31016 ions cm22 in the @ 1̄ 1̄0#, @ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄#, and @ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# inci-
dence geometries, respectively. In order to minimize sam
damage, the position of the incident beam spot on the sur
was changed regularly throughout the period of data ac
sition. The resulting ion fluxes on any part of the sam
were typically within the range utilized in similar MEIS
studies.24

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS

Ion scattering data were obtained for the Ni~111!()
3))R30°-Pb surface phase in@ 1̄ 1̄0#, @ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄#, and@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄#
incidence geometries as described in the previous sec
Structural analysis involved comparison of the experimen
data with simulated blocking curves based on compe
structural models. Four possibilities were considered:~i! a
‘‘fcc overlayer’’ with Pb atoms adsorbed in fcc hollow site
~ii ! a ‘‘hcp overlayer’’ with Pb atoms adsorbed in hcp hollo
sites;~iii ! a ‘‘fcc alloy’’ with Pb atoms incorporated into the
outermost Ni layer to form a substitutional surface alloy; a
~iv! a ‘‘hcp alloy’’ with Pb and Ni atoms again forming
substitutional alloy, but with all top-layer atoms~both Ni and
Pb! displaced laterally onto hcp sites, leading to a substr
alloy-layer stacking fault. Less plausible overlayer stru
tures, such as those involving Pb adsorption at atop or br
sites, were not considered.

Simulations involved Monte Carlo modeling utilizing th
VEGAS computer code.25 A Thomas-Fermi-Molie`re scattering
potential was assumed for the theoretical calculations and

FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams showing the scattering geome
used in this study in thê110& azimuth relative to an ideally termi
nated Ni~111! clean surface. In this azimuth there are three
equivalent planes of atoms which make up the crystal, one con
ing atoms in layers 1,4,7, etc., a second containing atoms in la
2,5,8, etc., and the third containing atoms in layers 3,6,9, etc. Th
three different planes are shown with the associated atoms show
light balls~successive layers being removed from the cluster as s
in the top view!. The incident and blocking directions are shown
just the first of these planes, but each plane contains the s
blocking events simply transposed perpendicular to the surfac
the appropriate number of layer spacings. Note that the princ
blocking directions correspond approximately to the main dips
the experimental data for the Pb-covered surface~Figs. 3 and 4
below! although slight modifications in angles result fro
adsorbate-induced structural modifications.
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incident and backscattered ion tracks were not connected
order to achieve a suitable compromise between statis
noise levels and computational time required, shadowing
blocking fluxes of 131020 and 531019 ions cm22, respec-
tively, were employed. The number of layers used to mo
the near-surface region probed by the MEIS experiment
fered slightly for the different scattering geometries a
structural models. In the case of the@ 1̄ 1̄0#, and @ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄#
incident geometries, simulations of scattering from the ov
layer models used a five-layer slab of Ni atoms, toget
with the adsorbed Pb atoms; for scattering in these ge
etries from the substitutional surface alloy models, the fi
layer slab included the outermost Ni2Pb alloy layer. For the

@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# incidence geometry, which illuminates deeper laye
~see below!, one extra Ni subsurface layer was included e
cept in the case of the hcp alloy model~iv!, for which two
extra Ni subsurface layers were added. In all of these ca
the number of layers was chosen to ensure convergenc
the appropriate incidence direction. The principal parame
varied for each model structure to establish optimum
were the Pb-Ni and Ni-Ni outermost layer spacings,zPb and
z12 respectively. In the case of the overlayer models, th
correspond to the layer spacing of the adsorbed Pb at
above the outermost Ni layer and the first-to-second Ni la
spacings. For the surface alloy models, the comparable
rameters were the layer spacings of the Pb and Ni atom
the surface alloy phase relative to the underlying, outerm
pure Ni layer. Notice that the nomenclature labels the ou
most Ni layer as ‘‘1’’ in all structures, but in the overlaye
models this is a complete unreconstructed layer, wherea
the case of the alloy models it comprises the 0.67 ML of
in the alloy phase. For the overlayer models the Pb-Ni la
spacings were varied around the value to be expected fro
simple hard-sphere model using metallic radii~half the
nearest-neighbor separation in the elemental metal! 1.25 Å
for Ni and 1.75 Å for Pb. These imply a Pb-Ni layer spaci
value of 2.63 Å for hollow-site occupation on Ni~111!. Ni-Ni
layer spacings were varied around the nominal bulk value
2.035 Å. The Ni-Ni and Pb-Ni layer spacings were vari
independently in the calculations, so in the case of the s
face alloy models both negative and positive corrugations
this surface phase were tested; we define the corrugation
plitude as positive when the Pb atoms are displaced outw
relative to the plane of the alloy-layer Ni atoms. For all t
theoretical models, uncorrelated, root-mean-square vi
tional amplitudes were derived from the corresponding b
and surface Debye temperatures calculated by Jacks26

Tests with other values did not lead to any improvements
the fits.

The quality of fit between the scattering-angle depe
dence of the experimental (I exp) and theoretical (I theory) scat-
tering yields was evaluated by means of a reliability fac
(Rx) based on ax-squared criterion,27 such that

Rx51/N(
i 51

i 5N

@~ I exp2lI theory!
2/I exp#. ~1!

whereN is the number of scattering angles (Fs) employed in
the data set. In order to compare the experimental yield,
fined in terms of ion counts, with the theoretical yield, d
fined in terms of Ni monolayers illuminated, a scaling fact
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l is employed; this parameter can be determined from c
bration experiments as discussed below. Notice that the
solute value ofRx has no general significance, since it d
pends on the total number of detected ions in a given d
set. Simulated curves were smoothed by means of a mo
average and normalized by 1/sin4(Fs/2) to account for the
angular dependence of the scattering cross section.23 Com-
parison of theoretical and experimental blocking curv
showed a small~5–10 %! residual relative ‘‘tilt’’ which was
removed by multiplication by a second-order polynomi
this helps to emphasize the quality of the fit to the angu
locations and shapes of the blocking features. The loweR
factor values that result enhanced the sensitivity to struct
parameters.

The choice of thisR factor has important advantages
statistical significance because it is based on the actual n
ber of measured ions, which should be governed by Pois
statistics.7,27 However, because the elastic scattering cr
section is strongly dependent on scattering angles and
data were collected using a constant incident ion flux,
blocking curves show a much higher number of scatte
ions at the smallest scattering angles. For example, for

@ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄# and @ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# incidence geometries, the counts d
tected at the highest scattering angle were only about 20%
those detected at the lowest scattering angles. This effe
even larger for the@ 1̄ 1̄0# data set, due to the slightly large
angular range. This leads to a bias in theR factor to struc-
tural models that optimize the fit to the small-scatterin
angle data. Note that this part of the data range correspo
to the most grazing emission directions which in turn p
vides blocking dips whose angles are most sensitive
movements in the surface atoms.

In using MEIS to determine surface geometries, we h
explored two different approaches to the scaling factorl,
which relates the absolute signal levels in the experiment
theory. One is to allowl to vary freely as part of the fitting
procedure; the other is to obtain a value of this param
from a suitable calibration experiment. The use of a fre
varying l allows comparison of the shapes of the blocki
curves for different structural models with experiment, a
has been found to be quite successful in optimizing struct
parameters in MEIS,7 but important information concernin
the absolute yield is lost. This yield can be expressed a
effective number of layers ‘‘seen’’ by the incident ion bea
for a rigid, bulk-terminated~111! crystal these values are on
layer for @ 1̄ 1̄0# incidence, two layers for@ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄# incidence
~see Fig. 1!, and three layers for@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# incidence~see Fig.
2!, all lower-lying atoms being shadowed by these atoms
the outermost layers. Notice that the greater intrinsic pene
tion on the@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# incidence direction is the reason why w
need to use more layers in our model simulations to ens
reasonable convergence. Of course, the actual number of
ers seen in each incidence direction will be larger than th
numbers due in part to thermal vibrations, but more intere
ingly due to static atomic displacements~reconstruction! of
the surface, which move surface atoms out of bu
shadowing directions and lead to additional signal from s
surface layers. The absolute yields thus provide impor
structural information in addition to the shape of the bloc
ing curves. Of course, absolute calibration of these yield
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potentially susceptible to systematic errors, so our strat
for using such values must take account of possible err
and specifically allows some adjustment of the exact sca
factor within the structural optimization.

Two methods of absolute calibration to determinel have
been investigated. The first was based on a standard M
reference sample, the Si~111!()3))R30°-Au surface,
prepared as previously described in the literature,28 and re-
ported to correspond to a Au coverage of 0.846 0.04 ML.
MEIS experiments were conducted using 100 keV H1 ions
incident along the@ 1̄ 1̄1# crystallographic direction, averag
ing over different points on the sample surface to ens
uniformity of Au coverage. The Au and Si surface pea
were completely resolved, allowing integration of the A
signal at each scattering angle employed. The numbe
counts corresponding to the yield expected from a monola
of Ni atoms in an ideal~111! plane at normal incidence pe
unit dose on target,I Ni(Fn) was then calculated from th
integrated Au signalI Au(Fs) at each scattering angleFs
using the expression

I Ni~Fn!5
I Au~Fs!sin4~Fs/2!cos~F i !sNiVNi

QAuNH1 cos~Fn!sAuVSi
. ~2!

The sin4(Fs/2) term accounts for the angular dependence
the Rutherford scattering cross section.QAu is the Au cov-
erage in ML andNH1 the measured total ion dose received
the target. The cosine terms correct for differences in
incident beam ‘‘footprint’’ between normal incidenc
(@ 1̄ 1̄ 1̄#, Fn50°) and @ 1̄ 1̄1# incidence (F i570.5°). sNi
and sAu are the scattering cross sections for Ni and A
while VSi andVNi are the area densities of ideal~111! planes
of Si and Ni, respectively. The final value obtained f
I Ni(Fn) was taken as the average over all scattering ang

The second method to obtain an absolute calibration va
was based on MEIS measurements from a clean, unre
structed Ni~111! surface~also using 100 keV H1 ions and

@ 1̄ 1̄1# incidence!. The resulting blocking curve was fitted b
VEGAS simulations, optimizing the value of the outermo
Ni-Ni layer spacing which was found to be within 1% of th
bulk value, consistent with a previous structural analysis29

The optimum values of the isotropic, uncorrelated ro
mean-square surface vibrational amplitudes were 0
60.02 Å. The experimental yield in counts was then norm
ized to the best-fit theoretical yield and corrected to acco
for the ion dose and beam footprint, using independent m
surements from two freshly prepared surfaces. Averag
these measurements, together with the Au/Si~111! data, gave
a final calibration value of 21.760.5 counts ML21 mC21 ion
dose on the target for Ni~111! at normal incidence.

Using this calibration, the MEIS data from th
Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb surface could also be used in
similar way to determine the Pb coverage; the average v
from the three incidence directions was 0.2860.03 ML, in
excellent agreement with the value of 0.2960.03 ML previ-
ously determined for this surface phase by Rutherf
backscattering.21 The fact that this coverage is slightly les
than the 0.33 ML expected for an ideal ()3))R30° struc-
ture could be due to island formation, although Umeza
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7710 PRB 61BROWN, QUINN, WOODRUFF, BAILEY, AND NOAKES
et al. have suggested that it results from a random repla
ment of Pb by Ni in the ()3))R30° structure.21

Figure 3 shows a comparison of experimental block
curves with best-fit simulations for the fcc and hcp overla
structures in the@ 1̄ 1̄0#, @ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄#, and @ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# incidence ge-
ometries. Figure 4 shows the corresponding comparisons
the fcc and hcp surface alloy models. As remarked ear
the calculation ofRx is based on actual number of detect
scattered ions, so the application of the calibration facto
used to adjust the theoretical yields~in layers! to these units.
However, because of the strong angular dependence o
scattering cross section, the blocking curves in this form
superimposed on a steeply falling cross-section curve. Vis
comparison of the blocking curve features is theref
greatly improved by displaying the scattered yields in ter
of layers seen, leaving the theoretical curves as calcula
and applying the calibration factor@including the sin4(Fs/2)
dependence on scattering angle# to the experimental yields
The comparisons shown are based on structural optimiza
to minimize the value ofRx using the experimentally deter
mined value of the calibration factorl, allowing this factor
to vary only by65% about this absolute calibration.

FIG. 3. Experimental blocking curves~data points! obtained
from a Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb surface using incident 100 ke
H1 ions, together with the corresponding best-fit simulations~solid
curves! for ~a! fcc overlayer and~b! hcp overlayer structural mod

els. Incident ions were aligned along@ 1̄ 1̄0# ~left-hand ordinate!

and @ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄#, @ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# ~right-hand ordinate! crystallographic direc-
tions. Scattering angles for most of the bulk blocking directions
summarized in Figs. 1 and 2.
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The magnitude of this permitted adjustment of the scal
factor in our fitting procedure is clearly a significant para
eter. If the allowed adjustment is smaller than the proba
imprecision, theR factor may favor a structure that is funda
mentally incorrect~but gives the best fit to the apparent a
solute MEIS yields!. If the allowed adjustment is too large
the fitting becomes determined only by thestructureof the
blocking curves, and fails to make use of the absolute yi
calibration. In fact the allowed variation of65% is essen-
tially identical to that proposed by other workers in th
MEIS technique,23,28,30,31and is consistent with the variatio
we see in our two alternative means of calibration, wh
must result from a combination of experimental factors
cluding the perfection of the samples as well as aspect
the instrumentation. In the present case additional error
this yield may stem from incomplete Pb coverage of t
surface in the ordered phase.

Table I lists the best-fit structural parameters for ea
model, together with the associated globalRx values, ob-
tained by combining individualRx values from all three in-
cidence geometries. Details of the method of combiningRx

values and the subsequent determination of experimenta
certainties are given elsewhere.3,7 Structural parameters an
R factors have been determined both with~bold text! and
without ~normal text! absolute calibration of the yield. It is
immediately clear from both visual assessment of the fits
the associatedR factors that the hcp overlayer and~hcp!

e

FIG. 4. Experimental blocking curves from Ni~111!()
3))R30°-Pb as in Fig. 3 compared with the best-fit simulatio
~solid curves! for ~a! fcc alloy and~b! hcp alloy structural models
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stacking-fault alloy phases can be rejected. The distinc
between the fcc overlayer and fcc alloy results, however
more marginal. The overlayer model actually yields the lo
est globalR factor; however, for the overlayer model th
minimum R factor is 3.8 but the error analysis reveals th
structures withR factor values less than 4.8 lie within th
range of precision, and this clearly includes the value of
found for the alloy model. Indeed, with some relaxation
the absolute calibration scaling theR factor for the alloy
model is even closer at 3.9. Formally, therefore, this anal
is unable to distinguish between these two structural mod

The problem of distinguishing between fcc overlayer a
sorption and~fcc site! substitution in the surface using MEI
is one we have discussed in the past.7 The essential problem
is that in most scattering geometries one does not de
directly the relative positions of atoms in~approximately! the
same plane parallel to the surface, so one does not di
guish between an outer layer comprising only 0.33 ML
adsorbate and one in which the outer layer also contains
ML of substrate atoms in essentially bulk-terminated sit
One might imagine that the substitution of one-third of t
outermost Ni atoms by Pb would lead to a pronounced
duction in the predicted scattering yield from Ni atoms, b
because the substitutional Pb atoms have a different l
spacing relative to the extended Ni bulk, they do not shad
subsurface atoms along the low-index incidence directi
~apart from normal incidence!, so the missing Ni scattering
signal from the top layer is simply replaced by an equival
signal from a lower layer. The effect of forming the surfa
alloy as opposed to forming an overlayer is thus to sim
transpose perpendicular to the surface by one layer spa
some of the shadowing and blocking events that determ
the scattering yield between the two models. Distinguish

TABLE I. A summary of optimum structural fit parameters an
associatedRx values for each of the four models tested for t
Ni(111)()3))R30°-Pb surface phase. Structural parameters
R factors listed in lightface text were obtained by using t
experimental/theory scaling factor as a free parameter of the fit
~l variable!. Structural parameters andR factors listed in boldface
text were obtained after application of a calibrated scaling facto
the theoretical curves during the fitting process~l fixed! as de-
scribed in the text.

Model zPb ~Å! z12 ~Å! Rx

fcc 2.5560.16a 1.9760.04 3.8
overlayer 2.55Á0.16a 1.97Á0.04 3.8
hcp 3.1260.13a 1.9760.04 9.2
overlayer 3.10Á0.12a 1.98Á0.03 9.6
fcc alloy 2.5760.16b 1.9760.05 3.9

2.64Á0.14b 1.99Á0.05 4.0
hcp alloy 2.5060.10b 1.9660.07 19.7

2.60Á0.10b 2.11Á0.07 79.3

aFor overlayer models,zPb is the layer spacing of the Pb relative
the outermost Ni layer, andz12 is the first-to-second Ni layer spac
ing.

bFor alloy models,zPb is the layer spacing of the Pb atoms relati
to the outermost complete Ni layer andz12 is the layer spacing of
the Ni atoms in the alloy layer relative to this same outerm
complete Ni layer.
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between these two structures therefore requires a ca
choice of scattering geometry. Indeed, in our initial measu
ments on this system we first measured only the@ 1̄ 1̄0# and

@ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄# incidence geometries, and noted the insensitivity
the results to this aspect of the structure, which is eviden
the theoretical fits for these two structures in Figs. 3 and

We therefore undertook a series of model calculations
check the sensitivity of other geometries to this difference
structure; these calculations showed that the@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# inci-
dence geometry displays the required sensitivity. The
reason for this is that while the@1 1̄0# and@ 1̄ 1̄ 2̄# incidence
directions lie in â 112& azimuth, the@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# direction lies in
a ^110& azimuth. In thê112& azimuths for a clean surface a
planes perpendicular to the surface that cut through the
oms are identical and contain atoms in all layers~see Fig. 1!.
If we form a ()3))R30° structure on the surface, th
situation changes in that23 of such planes then contain onl
substrate atoms, whereas the other1

3 contain only adsorbate
atoms in the top layer. This is true for both fcc hollow sit
and substitutional sites, so there is no fundamental differe
in these two structures; the relevant planes of atoms cont
ing the Pb adsorbates for these two models are shown in
5. In the case of thê110& azimuth, on the other hand, ther
are three distinct planes of this type even for the clean s
face ~see Fig. 2!, because only every third layer falls in
single plane; these three planes thus contain atoms in la
1,4,7, etc., 2,5,8, etc. and 3,6,9, etc. Forming the ()
3))R30° surface structure also modifies only one of the
planes. However, the modification is different for substi
tional or fcc hollow-site occupation~Fig. 6!. In the substitu-
tional case, layer 1 of the clean surface is modified so
first of these planes is changed; in the case of a fcc overla
an extra adsorbate layer is added to the plane contai
substrate layers 3,6,9 etc. Moreover, in the substitutiona
loy case thê 110& section containing layer 1 contains bo

d

g

o

t

FIG. 5. Plan and sectional views of the fcc overlayer and
substitutional alloy models of the Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb sur-
face ~Ni atoms smaller dark balls, Pb atoms larger lighter ba!
showing the scattering plane of atoms including the Pb adsor
atoms within thê 112& azimuth. The atoms within this plane~both
Pb and Ni if coplanar! are shown as very light for clarity. Note tha
in the alloy model the Pb adsorbates have been drawn with redu
size spheres to avoid overlapping, a direct manifestation of the
parent size reduction in this model as discussed in the text.
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adsorbate and substrate atoms in the top layer, so bloc
events involving both adsorbate and substrate atom scatt
in the top plane are involved. Scattering in the^110& azi-
muths thus has a far greater potential to distinguish betw
the fcc overlayer and alloy models.

Comparison of the simulated@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# blocking curve for
the fcc overlayer and alloy models, as shown in Figs. 3
4, illustrates this rather clearly. Particularly in the scatter
angle range from about 95° to 120° there are very mar
differences, the overlayer showing single peaks with sho
ders, while the alloy phase shows double peaks. The qu
tative fits in this scattering geometry are less good than in

others, but the scattering yields in the@ 1̄ 2̄ 3̄# incidence di-
rection are much larger than in the other directions used
the blocking dips are proportionally smaller; this accou
for the fact that the associatedR factors are quite low despit
the visual impression of poorer fits. Despite this, it is cle
that the experimental data are much more similar to those
the surface alloy phase in this region. This qualitative pr
erence is also reflected in the values for theR factor evalu-
ated for this scattering geometry alone~see Table II!, the
value being 3.1 for the fcc overlayer model but only 2.3
the alloy. We therefore conclude that while the globalR
factor for the full data analysis does not formally distingui
these models, the one data set that shows significant s
tivity to this aspect clearly favors the fcc surface alloy pha

FIG. 6. Plan and sectional views of the fcc overlayer and
substitutional alloy models of the Ni~111!()3))R30°-Pb sur-
face as in Fig. 5, but for scattering in the^110& azimuthal plane.

TABLE II. Values of R factors for the individual blocking
curves corresponding to the structural models defined in Table~l
fixed!.

Model R@ 1̄1̄0# R@ 1̄1̄2̄# R@ 1̄2̄3̄# Rtotal

fcc overlayer 4.2 4.1 3.1 3.8
hcp overlayer 15.0 9.2 3.1 9.6
fcc alloy 4.3 5.3 2.3 4.0
hcp alloy 147.6 41.4 32.9 79.3
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IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

While our conclusion that a substitutional surface all
structure is favored is in qualitative agreement with that
the earlier low-energy ion scattering experiment,21 the actual
structural parameter values we find differ significantly fro
those of the earlier study. In particular, we find the all
layer corrugation to be 0.6560.15 Å, very significantly
larger than the value of 0.2 Å derived from ICISS@although
it is similar to reported corrugations6,7 of 0.60 or 0.47 Å for
the ~stacking-faulted! surface alloy Cu~111!()
3))R30°-Sb#. The origin of such a large discrepancy
unclear; MEIS certainly can be expected to be capable
yielding greater precision than ICISS due to better kno
edge of the interaction potential at high energies, but
precision in ICISS is expected to be higher than the mag
tude of this difference.

The actual magnitude of this corrugation, however,
rather surprisingly small if we compare it with the value
1.67 Å that is to be expected for a hard-sphere model ba
on the metallic radii of the Ni and Pb atoms discussed e
lier. Indeed, our structural solution, assuming that the eff
tive radius of the outermost Ni atoms is unchanged from t
of the bulk, implies an effective radius of the incorporated
atoms of 1.3360.04 Å, to be compared with the value i
bulk Pb of 1.75 Å. The alloy layer corrugation of 0.2
found in the ICISS study by Umezawaet al.21 would actu-
ally imply an even smaller effective radius of only 1.25 Å
but these authors do not comment on the result. By contr
we note that the best-fit fcc overlayer model implies a mu
more reasonable effective radius for the adsorbed Pb
1.6760.14 Å, a comparison which seems to favor this so
tion on physical grounds. We should stress, however,
our data clearly exclude the possibility that a surface al
forms with the very large corrugation amplitude expect
from application of the bulk metallic radii. A specific illus
tration of this is shown in Fig. 7 in which the consequenc
of such a model are compared with the experimental blo
ing curves. For the@ 1̄ 1̄0# incidence direction, the dominan

c

FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental blocking curves w
the results of a simulation based on a fcc alloy model with the v
large corrugation amplitude expected for Ni and Pb atoms in
surface layer having their bulk metallic radii. Notice, in particula

the predicted Pb blocking dip for@ 1̄ 1̄0# incidence at a scattering
angle of around 107°~marked with an asterisk! which is not seen in
the experimental data.
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TABLE III. Interatomic ~A-B! distances in surface alloys formed by the deposition of elementB on the
surface of elementA for several previously studied systems, and for the present work marked wit
asterisk.

Substrate
~A!

Adsorbate
~B! Surface phase

dA-B ~Å!
surface

dA-B ~Å!
at. radii

dA-B ~Å!
cov. radii

Cu~100! Au c(232) 2.55a 2.73 2.51
Cu~100! Mn c(232) 2.58a 2.62 2.34
Cu~111! Sb ()3))R30° 2.60b 2.86 2.57
Ag~111! Sb ()3))R30° 2.89c 3.03 2.74
Ni~111! Pb ()3))R30° 2.57* 3.00 2.62

aReference 3.
bReferences 6,7.
cReference 6.
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blocking feature of the simulation is the strong dip at a sc
tering angle of 90° corresponding to the bulk@001# emer-
gence direction, but the large displacement of the Pb at
perpendicular to the surface leads to an additional block
dip displaced to a scattering angle of 107°, which is clea
not present in the experimental data. Evidently, minor adju
ments of this structure will not rectify this major discre
ancy.

Although the phenomenon of surface alloying has be
recognized as widespread, the number of cases in w
complete structural information is available is more limite
One group of systems that have been considered in s
detail is the alkali metals on Al~111!, but the alkalis are a
rather special case in that they have very low electronega
ity and a strong propensity to form ions, even when adsor
on metal surfaces. Moreover, because of their single ou
shell s electron, there is a very large difference~typically
approximately 1.0 Å! between the ionic and metallic radi
The consistent pattern for the surface alloys formed by
K, and Rb on Al~111! is that the effective radii for the alkal
adsorbates are slightly smaller than, but close to, the met
values. However, systems of essentially ionic character
not really relevant to the present system~Ni and Pb having
identical electronegativity values!.

Table III summarizes the results of other substitutio
surface alloy systems for which there are quantitative d
The actual substrate-adsorbate~A-B! nearest-neighbor dis
tances found in these studies are compared in this table
the values to be expected on the basis of the sums of
atomic radii and the sums of the covalent radii, the atom
radii being given~as is common for tabulations on period
table charts32! as the metallic radii for a coordination numb
of 12 ~with corrections according to Pauling’s formula33 for
materials that do not form fcc or hcp solids with this coo
dination!. What is clear from these comparisons is that
general trend is for the surface alloy phase to show a sig
cant shortening of the bond length relative to that predic
by the sum of the atomic~metallic! radii. The one exception
is the case of the Cu(100)c(232)-Mn surface phase in
which the Cu-Mn bond length is actually almost identical
this predicted value; in this special case theoretical mode
shows that the Mn effective radiusis significantly larger than
would normally be expected due to a modified magnetic s
of the Mn atom in this phase.16

In part, the shorter interatomic distances seen in Table
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II

must reflect the fact that for dissimilar materials the bond
in the alloy must be, at least to some degree, covalent,
the sum of the covalent radii is significantly shorter, as
also shown in the table. This is especially true for the ca
of Cu-Sb, Ag-Sb, and Ni-Pb; standard texts on crystall
structures distinguish between alloys involving two true m
als ~which include all the noble and transition metals! and
those involving a true metal and a so-calledB subgroup el-
ement from further to the right of the periodic table, inclu
ing elements in groups IVA and VA such as Pb and Sb34

Indeed, in the case of Cu-Sb this is reflected also in b
intermetallic phases; the Cu-Sb bond length in bulk Cu2Sb is
2.62 Å,35 very close to the actual value found in the surfa
phase and also to the sum of the covalent radii, and m
less than the sum of the atomic radii. By contrast, howeve
is notable that in the Cu-Au system, which is a case of
alloy of two true metals, the Cu-Au bond length in the o
dered Cu3Au alloy is 2.82 Å, which is actually larger tha
the sum of the atomic radii and thus substantially larger th
in the case of the Cu(100)c(232)-Au surface alloy phase
Indeed, this surface phase is notable in that there is es
tially no corrugation of the surface alloy layer despite t
large difference in atomic radii~1.28 and 1.46 Å! of the
constituents. Clearly, therefore, there is some additional
tor at the surface which tends to lower the corrugation a
the associated interatomic bond length relative to the b
alloy phase~in cases where such an alloy phase exists!.

Recent understanding of surface stress in metallic s
faces suggests a simple reason for this effect. It seems no
be rather well established that clean unreconstructed elem
tal metal surfaces are in a state of tensile stress.36 This is
attributed to the fact that the valence charge density at
surface is lower than in the bulk due to the spillover into t
vacuum, but the equilibrium spacing of the atoms in the b
is related to the optimum value of the surrounding valen
charge density. Some contraction of the outermost la
spacing can help to relieve this problem, but the atoms wo
still prefer to have a shorter spacing parallel to the surface
some cases@such as Au~111! and Au~100! surfaces# this ef-
fect can lead to a reconstruction of the surface layer t
~more! close-packed overlayer. However, in most syste
the surface atoms that are under tensile stress are locke
the periodic potential of the underlying bulk. If we now su
stitute some fraction of the atoms in such a surface by th
of another metallic element with a larger radius, it is cle
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that the need to immerse these atoms in a high vale
charge density will tend to draw them into the surface lay
While this should, in part, be countered by a tendency
introduce lateral repulsion and thus compressive surf
stress, the intrinsic tensile stress of the clean surface will
moderate this effect. In this context it is worth noting that f
a surface alloy layer with a small corrugation, the inte
atomic bond length changes very little for a much larg
change in the corrugation amplitude. Thus, while in t
Cu(100)c(232)-Au phase the corrugation amplitude is le
than 0.1 Å, in Cu(100)c(232)-Mn this corrugation is 0.3 Å
but the interatomic bond length is only 0.03 Å larger~see
Table III!. From the point of view of maximizing the valenc
charge density around the substitutional atom, the corru
tion amplitude is probably even more important than the
teratomic spacing, an observation that highlights the pre
ously recognized anomalous behavior of this Cu/Mn surf
phase.

Returning to the specific case of the Ni/Pb surface al
studied here, we conclude that the apparent large reduc
in the Pb effective radius relative to its bulk metallic val
can be reconciled, at least qualitatively, in terms of two
fects. One of these is that this phase does not involve
true metals and may be expected to show a significant de
of covalent character in the bonding. The other is the surf
effect of maximizing the valence charge density around
surface atoms, which favors a more nearly coplanar sur
alloy phase. Some limited specific evidence for the form
contribution comes from a study of the bulk crystallograp
of a NiPb phase. Although the equilibrium phase diagram
the Ni-Pb system shows very limited~,3%! solid solubility
of Pb in Ni,37 this NiPb phase, which is presumably met
stable, was produced by vacuum evaporation, and was fo
to have the NiAs structure witha54.15 Å,c55.28 Å,38

leading to an implied Ni-Pb nearest-neighbor distance
2.73 Å, significantly closer to the sum of the covalent ra
than the sum of the atomic radii~Table III!.

Superficially, at least, a quantitative LEED study of t
Cu(100)c(434)-Pbphase39 appears to offer quite conflict
ing evidence. In this system the authors also concluded th
surface alloy phase is formed, but the Cu-Pb near
neighbor distances found were around 2.9 Å, much close
the sum of the atomic radii~3.02 Å! than in our Ni-Pb case
This surface phase is rather different, however, in two wa
First, it contains close-packed rows of Pb atoms, so the
sorbate atoms are not coordinated only to substrate atom
in all the other systems we have considered. In addit
however, the surface layer is not formed simply by substi
ing substrate Cu atoms by Pb, but actually comprise
mixed Cu-Pb layer with a different atomic density from t
underlying Cu~100!. Of course, there are also important d
ferences in the bonding character and chemistry of Ni
Cu, but in general terms this surface alloy phase is q
different from the substitutional structures which ha
formed the basis of our discussion.
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V. CONCLUSION

Our MEIS structural investigation of the Ni(111)()
3))R30°-Pb surface phase was motivated by a desire
answer two questions: does this phase involve the forma
of a substitutional surface alloy, as deduced in an ear
coaxial impact collision ion scattering spectroscopy~CA-
ICISS! study by Umezawaet al.,21 and if so does this surfac
alloy also have an associated stacking fault relative to
underlying substrate, as has been found for similar pha
formed by Sb on Cu~111! and Ag~111!? The answer to the
latter question is clear; we can safely reject models base
hcp site occupation of the Pb adsorbate, either as an o
layer or as a substitutional alloy. The clear distinction b
tween the fcc overlayer and fcc substitutional alloy mod
proves more difficult. Formally, the MEIS data analys
based on the globalR factor does not allow the distinction t
be made, and actually marginally favors the simple ov
layer. On the other hand, a subset of data taken in a sca
ing geometry chosen to be especially sensitive to this
question does clearly favor the alloy phase interpretation

At first glance, a very surprising consequence of this c
clusion is that the associated quantitative structural par
eters indicate that the Pb atoms in this phase have effec
radii which are some 0.4 Å smaller than in bulk crystallin
Pb. However, comparison with the limited results of oth
quantitative structural studies of substitutional surface all
leads to the conclusion that this result may not be anomal
but may be a consequence of a combination of partial co
lent bonding and a general trend to reduce surface corru
tion amplitudes in such systems to optimize the bonding
associated total energy.

Despite this rationalization, it is clear that the Ni(11
3()3))R30°-Pb surface phase is a case where a dist
tion between adsorbed overlayer and substitutional a
structure is crucial as it provides a completely different vie
of the surface bonding. By choosing an appropriate scat
ing geometry we have tried to overcome a potential we
ness of the MEIS technique in order to distinguish the
structures, and clearly do favor the alloy phase interpretat
An earlier CAICISS study led to the same conclusion, b
with substantial and puzzling differences in the quantitat
structural parameter values. Evidently, it would be intere
ing to test this conclusion with a technique based on fun
mentally different physical principles. In view of the larg
difference in atomic number of Ni and Pb and the fact th
the phase does show good long-range order, quantita
LEED may be well suited to applying this additional test.
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